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Sunday, May 17, 2009
William R. Sautter. Chairman. La Salle University Board of Trustees, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL (Pomp and Circumstance)* EDWARD ELGAR
INVOCATION* Christopher W McNabh
National Anthem France scon kia
INTRODUCTION OF Sli Dl VI SPEAKER Anna Melnyk Allen
Interim Dean oft
A GRADUATE SPEAKS Douglas Michael Phelan
COM ERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES Brother Michael J McCmniss. \ S C . Ph I)
Pn tidt 'a
Presentation of undbackAward Richard a. Nigra, PhJD
(
The ( hristian K and Mary E Lindback Award is presented u>r Distinguished /< at king)
Pri sim mkjn of Candidates Richard a Nigra, Ph D
Provost
GRADUATE
l)(x lor oj Psychology m Clinical Psychology
Ihomas \ Kcagy, I'll I)
Dean, School ofAltS and Sciences
Master oj Si tenee in Nursing
Master oj Science in Speech-Language Pathology
Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph D..R.N..1 \ \ N
Dean. School ol Nursing ami Health Sciences
Master oj Business Administration
Paul R Brazina, M.B.A..C.P.A (MA.
Dean, School ol Business
Master oj Si ant e m ( 'omputei Information s. iem e
Mast, i oj Si iem > in Information /<< hnology Leadership
Mastei ofArts m Professional Communication
Mast, i ofArts in Central and Eastern European Studies
Mastei ofArts in Clinical Psychology
Mast, i oj Arts in ( Imn al i ounseling t's\, hology
\4asu i oj Arts m I dut ation
Mast,/ oi \ris m Bilinguol/BU ultuial Studies
Mastei oj iris m Theology and Ministry
Master o\ \rls in lli\lor\
rhomai \ Keagy, l'h I)
Dean, School ol \ns and S< iences
Undergrade mi
Bachelor oj St tent < m Nursing
Bachelor o\ St iem e in Nutrition
Bachelor oj Si iem <
Zane Robinson Wolf, Pfa D..RN..F \ \ \
Dean. School of Nursing and Health Sciences
Bachelor oj St iem e m Business Administration
PaulR. Brazina, MH\ i p \ ( \i \
Dean. School ol Business
Ha, helor oj Sot ml Work
Bat helor oj St i, m
,
Bachelor oj \rts
[nomas \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean. School ol Arts and Sciences
Bacheloi ofAm
Joseph ^i I gras, I'hD
Www. College Ol 1'iotcsMonal
and Continuing Studies
AsSOCiott
1 bomai \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean School ot \its .uul S, iences
Joseph \ i gras, Ph-D
Dean, College ol Professional
.wu\ i ontinuing Studies
•
i in- audience li requested to Hand durinj
unlilllii- \. .i.l.-n.i. PrDW I. .is l.-ll lli.- Ii.-I.l \s Imi.iI ... ii..ii .
tentative the I otvenlr) reeervitif the right •>• make >«
Conferring of Degrees in Course Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D.
President
W l aim l\l)l cnON Margaret A. Kane
Alumni Association President-Elect
REMARKS Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D.
President
CLOSING PRAYER* Mary Clare P. Parrott
alma Mater Daniel J. Rodden
RECESSIONAL (Trumpet Voluntary) JOHN STANLEY
Musicians: Crosstown Brass Quintet Vocalists: Lauren Rose Balliet, Stephanie Marie Boag. Amanda Lynn Brothman,
Tanya Renee Lindenmuth. Jacquelyn Marie Scirrotto.
Pamela Joyce Woodward
. Vatiofial\ x/Unem
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
Oh, say, can you see.
By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars.
Thro' the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched.
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets' red glare,
The bombs bursting in air.
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled
Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brave?
— Francis Scott Key
. {/ma . (fa/cr
Glory la Salle
Above Explorers valiant,
Here under thine eyes,
Thy blue and gold banners
Unfurl 'neath the skies!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
Thy sons and daughters standing
Await thy command.
Thou fortress of faith
In our God and our land!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
— Daniel J. Rodden
*Thc audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession. Invocation. National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place
until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is
tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
fftonorara ! Dt y/*t <
George Dennis O'Brien, Ph.D.
Doctor of Humane Letters
Joseph F. Burke. F.S.C., Ph.D.
Professor and Chair of Psychology, President Emeritus
Daniel W Burke. F.S.C., Ph.D.
Professor oj English, Retired. President Emeritus
G. Dennis O'Brien. Ph.D.. a La Salle University Trustee since 1969. is President Emeritus ot the Universit) of R.vhester He led the
school for a decade as its eighth president and retired in 1994
Prior to his tenure at Rochester. O'Brien provided educational leadership as President of Bucknell University, Dean ol Middlehur>
College, and Assistant Dean of Princeton University. He began his teaching career in higher education at the Universit) ol Chicago in
1956 Since then, he has taught at si\ other institutions, including La Salle He was a professor of philosoph) lor nearlv 25 sears
In 1952, O'Brien graduated dim taude with a Bachelor ot Arts in English from Yale He earned a Doctorol Philosoptn from the Universit)
ol Chicago in 1961. Among his main academic honors. OBricn received a fellowship from the American Council ol I.earned Societies,
Carnegie Research Fellowship in Universit) leaching, and Phi Beta Kappa from Yale
O'Brien has published five books and countless .mules on wide-ranging aspects ot philosophy, religion, education, and modem art He
also has delivered numeious addresses and lectures on similai topics
O'Brien has chaired 17 school evaluation visits foi the Middle States and New England accrediting associations and has served on
numerous civic boards, including Chase Lincoln I list National Hank, the RocbeStei \iea C lumber ol Commerce, and the RiKhestcr
Philharmonic Orchestra He has received bonorar) degrees from si\ universities
He and his wile. Judith, live in \eimont and have three daughters
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Danielle Beaumont
B.A., Pennsylvania State University, 1995, Psychology
M.A., Drexel University, 2001, Elementary Education
M.A., La Salle University, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Danielle Beaumont is currently completing her clinical psychology pre-doctoral internship at Girard Medical Center (GMC). She provides
assessment, consultation, and individual and group therapy to people with mental illness and substance dependence including homeless
adults with long-term heroin and crack addiction who have significant trauma histories. Specifically, she is gaining specialized training in
the role of acceptance-based treatment approaches in cycles of relapse and recovery in inpatient, outpatient, and residential settings.
Beaumont's clinical dissertation, chaired by Jennifer Block-Lerner, Ph.D., is titled "The Role of Mindfulness in the Relationship between
Anxiety and Religion." Beaumont is looking forward to continuing her career in the psychology of addiction and related mental-health
concerns.
Kristyna Leigh Bedek
B.A., Millersville University, 2000, Psychology
M.A., La Salle University, 2005, Clinical Psychology
Kristyna L. Bedek is currently completing her clinical internship in behavioral medicine at the Miami Veterans Affairs Medical Center.
Bedek's current research interests include the effects of weight management on reducing the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, smoking
cessation, and psychosocial variables related to breast cancer screening. Bedek has presented research posters at national conferences,
including the annual meetings of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies and the Society of Behavioral Medicine. She
has publications in press in Heart Failure Reviews and Drug and Alcohol Dependence. Bedek's clinical dissertation, chaired by Erin
O'Hea, Ph.D., is titled "Racial/Ethnic Differences in Perceived Barriers, Benefits, and Cues to Action for a Breast Cancer Screening
Program." Bedek is looking forward to completing a postdoctoral fellowship for the 2009-2010 year in specialty medicine at the
Cleveland Veterans Affairs Medical Center. She hopes to focus her career in the areas of behavioral cardiology, pain management,
behavioral sleep medicine, and preventive health behaviors.
Giselle Cecilia Booker
B.S., University of Richmond, 2003, Psychology
M.A., Xavier University, 2005, Clinical Psychology
Giselle C. Booker is currently completing her clinical internship at Terry Children's Psychiatric Center in clinical child psychology. She
is working in day and residential treatment facilities, an intensive outpatient setting, and juvenile justice facilities providing assessment,
consultation, and treatment to children and families with a wide range of psychological disorders. Booker's clinical interests include
understanding and treating children and adolescents with disruptive and aggressive behaviors, working with minority populations, and
working in inpatient settings. Similarly, her research interests include examining treatment effectiveness in residential facilities, developing
models to understand anger in children, and the use of emotion regulation in African-American populations. Booker has presented at
national psychology conferences, including the Association of Behavioral and Cognitive Therapy and the National Council of Schools
and Programs of Professional Psychology. Her clinical dissertation, chaired by Frank L. Gardner, Ph.D., is titled "Emotion Regulation,
Expressivity, and Acceptance: An Examination of African-Americans and Caucasian Americans." Booker is looking forward to continuing
a career in clinical child psychology.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY i Continued i
Abbev Janae Carcartv
B.A., Lebanon Valley College, 2<M)2. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2<A)5. Clinical Psychology
Abbev J.Carcarev iscurrentlv completing her clinical internship at Hotaomh Behavioral Health Systems She provides therapv . r*.\ t •
testing, and consultation to adults and children in a communitv mental health setting Additionally, she is completing work, in three
specialized rotations individual and group therapv with a geriatric population, assessment, individual, and group therapv with a -
abuse population: and individual and lamilv therapv in a laniilv -based program She has also completed consultations and psyd
testing with residents ot Communitv Residential Kehabs associated with Holcomb Carcarev s clinical dissertation, chaired bv Brother
Joseph Burke. ISC. Ph I) . was successfully defended in December and is titled "An hvammation ol Anger in Relation to the DsM




> I vnn ( uiiniiiiihain
H \ I niversity ofPittsburgh. 2003, Psychology
\l \ Ixi Salle I 'niversity, 2006, Clinical Psyi hology
Amvl.vnn Cunningham is current!) completing her clinical internship at Yale Universit) School ol Medicine, where she provides
enipincallv supponed treatments to individuals struggling with severe characterological disorders Specifically, she is providing dialectical
behavior therapv to individuals struggling with borderline personal)!) disorder During her time at ^ale. she has gained specialized
training in treating individuals dealing with chronic suicidalitv and self-harm behaviors Cunningham's research interests include
examining the cognitive characteristics that make someone vulnerable to engaging in suicidal and self-harm behaviors Cunningham's
clinical dissertation, chaired bv kellv McClure, Ph D . titled "Cognitive Distortions in Individuals who Recent!) Attempted Suicide and
Ptychiatri( Controls," was successful defended in November and is being prepared lor submission tor publication Cunningham has
presented her research al numerous psychological conferences and will continue her research career as a postdoctoral fellow at the
Center lor the Ireaiment and Prevention ol Suicide al the Iniversitv ol Pennsylvania under the direction ol Aaron I Beck, M 1)
Susanna MOTI I I an, I
It \ Bennington ('<<//< e< 2000, Psychology and Education
\l \ La SalU Universuy. 2005. Clinical Psychology
Susanna M I raiicics is ciirreiitlv completing her clinical internship al two college counseling centers Rowan I nivcisii\ and Drcvel
I niversit) She provides treatment to undergraduate and graduate Students tor I range ot clinical problems in the torm ol individual.
couples, group, and crisis intervention I rancies' research interests include the siudv ol siu-ss. positive growth afta trauma, and the
refugee experience Her clinical dissertation, chaired bv i rin ilea Ph D is titled "From Surviving to reviving 1 actors tssodated
With GrOWGfl and Resilience in 1 ibenali Relugees " in October 2007 I laiKies traveled lo \iua. I ganda and compleled socialized
training In working with survivors ol wai In Ma) 2008 she completed certificate training program boa die International rraoma
studies Program in New York in multidisciplinar) approaches, grounded in individual, Family, and communit) oriented iiMervoatioaa,
tin the treatmeni ol trauma
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Lyssett Deniss De Los Angeles Martinez Landero
B.A.. Bloomsburg University: 1999, Psychology
M.A.. Montclair State University. 2002. Educational Psychology
M.A., La Salle University. 2005. Clinical Psychology
Lyssett Martinez is currently working at Woodhull Hospital's pediatric outpatient psychiatric clinic for urban children. This Brooklyn-
based hospital is part of New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation, the largest municipal health-care system in the country.
Martinez completed her clinical psychology internship at New York University (NYU)-Bellevue Hospital Center where she was part of
the cross-cultural track. During her internship, she provided assessment, consultation, and treatment (individual, couples, group, and
family therapy) for children, adolescents, adults, and the elderly through the Bilingual Treatment Program, Program for Survivors of
Torture, and Pediatric Hematology and Oncology Service. Martinez's research interests include racial disparities, help-seeking
pathways, immigrant populations, and behavioral disorders, including attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Martinez's
clinical dissertation, titled "Development of ADHD Video Vignettes Depicting Symptoms of ADHD for the Assessment of Help-
Seeking Thresholds among Latino and Non-Latino Whites," chaired by Kelly McClure, Ph.D., is another example of her interest in
cultural diversity. To this end, Martinez is continuing her quest to further become an effective and culturally competent clinical
psychologist.
Jessica Mary Lutkenhouse
B.A.. Loyola College in Maryland. 2003. Psychology
M.A., La Salle University. 2005, Clinical Psychology
Jessica M. Lutkenhouse is completing her pre-doctoral internship at The Ohio State University's Counseling and Consultation Service.
Her research and clinical interests include sport psychology, anxiety disorders, and mindfulness-based treatment approaches.
Lutkenhouse's clinical dissertation, chaired by Frank Gardner, Ph.D., evaluates the current status of exercise as an empirically
supported treatment approach. She is a regional representative for the Association for Applied Sport Psychology and the Committee
Chair for the American Psychological Association Division 47's Ad-Hoc Committee on Employment Opportunities in Sport
Psychology. Lutkenhouse has also published articles in The Journal of Clinical Sport Psychology and The Directory of Graduate
Programs in Applied Sport Psychology, and she has presented posters and workshops at national sport psychology, neuropsychology,
and counseling center conferences. She is looking forward to continuing a career in clinical psychology and performance enhancement.
Melissa Alexis Munro
B.S.. Hampton University. 2004. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Melissa A. Munro is currently completing her clinical psychology internship at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington.
D.C., where she is serving as a captain in the United States Army. She provides assessment, consultation, and treatment among a
military population using cognitive behavioral treatments. Specifically, she is gaining specialized training in neuropsychology,
inpatient assessment, military psychology/community mental health, and primary care/psychiatry consultation liaison services. Munro
is gaining familiarity with the neurological disorders typically encountered by military soldiers, such as traumatic brain injury. She is
also learning about military psychology and how best to conduct command-directed evaluations, security evaluations, and other
specialized personnel evaluations. In the primary care and outpatient setting. Munro is conducting psychotherapy with military soldiers
who have been directly wounded in Iraq and Afghanistan, sustaining injuries that include amputations and burns. She has also worked
with the families of military soldiers. Munro's research interests include working with military soldiers and their family members, and
coping with the emotional impact of violence on families and children. Munro has presented at national psychology conferences and
recently conducted a seminar for the Allentown School District Anti-School Violence Campaign on the mental health effects of school
violence on students. Her clinical dissertation, chaired by Erin O'Hea, Ph.D.. is titled "Depression in Minority Adolescents Exposed to
Community Violence." Munro is looking forward to continuing a career in psychology, focusing on military populations, as well as
children affected by violence.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Kelt] \nn \abal
B.S.. Si. Joseph's L niversity, 2000. Psychology
\M La Salle University, 2005, Clinical Psychology
Kelly A. Nabal is currently completing her postdoctoral fellowship in child, adolescent, and famil) clinical psycholog) at the De\ereu\
Foundation. She provides assessment, consultation, and cognitive behavioral treatment lor children and adolescent females
Specifically, she is gaming specialized training in trauma-informed care and work with children in a residential setting Nabal'-
research interests and involvement at Devereux include evaluating the effectiveness of a skill-based group intervention that is trauma-
locused Her research interests also include examining behavioral and psychological factors associated with pediatric obesity.
Nabal presented a poster at the Pennsvlvama Psychological Association's annual convention in Hamsburg. Pa . in 2(XXv Her clinical
dissertation, chaired bv Kelly McClure. I'll I) . is titled •Examining the Relationship between Maternal Child Feeding Stvle. haling
Attitudes. Behaviors. Emotion Regulation and Child's Bodv Mass Index in a Predominantly African- American Population " Nabal is
looking lorward to continuing efforts in the field of pediatric obcsiiv as well as child clinical psychology
Amanda H. Regnaud
H \ Rutgers, I he Suae I niversity cfNe* Jersey 2003, Psychology and VisualArts
M.A.. Im Salle I niversity, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Amanda II Regnaud is currently working at the Joseph J Peters Institute, where she intends to complete her postdoctoral training
Regnaud will be providing therapy, consultation, and assessments lor children and adolescent- with sexual behavior problems She is
extremely interested m working with this population, particularlv in risk assessment, and hopes to develop an expertise in working with
juvenile sex offenders Regnaud's clinical dissertation, chaired hv Sharon Lee Armstrong. Ph I) . is titled " I he Impact ot ranla-v.
Language Ability, and Numbei ot Sibling- on Children's Understanding ol Second Ordei False Beliefs
"
Ku-ami.i Sposato
// s Si Joseph's I niversity 2002. Psychology
\l \ La Salle University, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Rosanna Sposato i- currently completing hei pie doctoral internship at Princeton House Behavioral Health, a pan ot the l niversity
Medical Centei at Princeton fhere, -he provides assessment, consultation, and treatment to adult- in inpatient, partial hospital ,
intensive outpatient, and traditional outpatient programs On one ot bet clinical rotations, -he i- gaining specialiied training ia the
treatment <>i substance use disorders Spoaato - clinical m>a research interests involve theoretical underpinnings ol cognitive behavioral
therapy the treatment "i anxiety disorders, behavioral medicine, .n^ substance use disorders Sposato ha-
.
latiooal
psychology conferences Ho clinical dissertation, chaired by Erin O'Hea, Ph D . i- titled I iperiential tvoidance in iH
Oncology Population Sposato i- looking forward i" continuing a careet in clinical psychology
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Elizabeth Abraham. B.S.N.. The Pennsylvania Slate University. 2005. Nursing
Lija P. Abraham. B.S.N.. Manipal Academy ofHigher Education. 1996. Nursing
Melissa Dansico Alvarez. B.S.N.. University of Pennsylvania. 1988. Nursing
Patricia Slayton Atkins. B.S.N.. Widener University 2003. Nursing
Jody-Lynne Nicole Austin. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2005. Nursing
Lisa M. Bagley, B.S.N.. Boston College. 1998. Nursing
Elena Bocharnikova. B.S.N.. Thomas Jefferson University. 2004. Nursing
Denise J. Bradley. B.S.N. , La Salle University, 2007. Nursing
Allison Bricker-Woolpert. B.S.N., West Chester University. 2001. Nursing
Daria Kane Canale. B.S.N.. Temple University. 1997. Nursing
Kesha Monique Cardwell. B.S.N. . Thomas Jefferson University. 2004. Nursing
David Agosto Correa. B.S.N. . Thomas Jefferson University. 2004. Nursing
Gina P. Coyle. B.S.N., The Pennsylvania Stale University. 1997. Nursing
Enid Rochelle Dershin, B.S.N., University of Texas, 1993. Nursing
Andrea Marie Dippolito. B.S.N. . Rutgers University. 2004. Nursing
Fiona A. Duffy. B.S.N. La Salle University. 2006. Nursing
Jacqueline A. Fellenz, B.S.N. , La Salle University. 1988. Nursing
Moniquia L. Fisher. B.S.N. . Wright Stale University. 2001. Nursing
Karen Joan Gagliardi, B.S.N. . Temple University. 1986. Nursing
Hugh John Gayton. B.S.N.. Holy Family College. 1993. Nursing
Patricia Ann Geary, B.S.N. . La Salle University, 2004. Nursing
Stacey Lynn Godman, B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Cynthia L. Grosik. B.S.N.. Immaculata University. 2006. Nursing
Barbara G. Grosshauser. B.S.N.. Thomas Jefferson University, 1987. Nursing
Robert J. Haffey. B.A.. Temple University. 1984. Criminal Justice. M.B.A.. Eastern University, 2001, Health Administration
Andrea Leigh Hartwell. A.S.N. . Bucks County Community College. 2002. Nursing. B.S.. Saint Joseph 's University. 1999,
Interdisciplinary Health Sen-ices
Lauren Katherine Hayes. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2002. Nursing
Sean A. Horning. B.S.N.. Millersville University. 1998. Nursing
Chia Huang. B.S.N.. Thomas Jefferson University. 1998. Nursing
Saundra Elise Hyman. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2005 Nursing
Bertha Adele Jackson. B.S.N. . La Salle University. 1999. Nursing
Valentine Jakovlevs. Jr.. B.S.. Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 1998. Respiratory Therapy. B.S.N.. Holy Family University. 2003. Nursing
Jane Nicole Johnson, B.S.N. . Thomas A. Edison St. College. 1999. Nursing
Nadjie Joseph. B.S.N.. Temple University. 2004. Nursing
Lisa Joyce Kearns, B.S.N.. Holy Family University, 2004. Nursing
Cheryl A. Keenan, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2006, Nursing
Marie C. Kelly-Tralies, B.S.N., La Salle University, 1988, Nursing
Anne Marie Kinsey. B.S.N.. Philadelphia University. 1999. Nursing
Jacqueline B. Kinsey, B.S.N., Temple University. 2001. Nursing. B.A., Temple University 1990
Virginia Dolores Krause, B.S.N. . La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Nicole Marie Krupa, B.S.N. . Bloomsburg University. 2004. Nursing
Alfa Simone Lafleur. B.A.. Curry College. 2001. Psychology. B.S.N.. Curry College, 2005. Nursing
Claudia Jean Shultz Lentz. B.S.N., La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Jennifer Mangold. B.S.N., West Chester University. 1994. Nursing
Tasha Lynn McCaskill-Long. B.S.N. , Temple University. 2002. Nursing
Shannon K. McClurkin. B.S.N.. University of Delaware. 2000. Nursing, B.A., West Virginia University. 1997. Biology & Psychology
Barbara Durney McCue, B.S.N. . Widener University. 1990, Nursing
Seana K. McFadden. B.S.N., DeSales University. 2001. Nursing
Sara Kathryn Metzger. B.S.N.. Dre.xel University. 2002. Nursing
Michele Mobley. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2005. Nursing
Shafeah M. Morrison. B.S.N. . University ofPittsburgh, 1995. Nursing
Jeffrey Eugene Murray. B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University, 1997. Nursing
Bridgette Stephanie Nelson. B.S.N.. Cedar Crest College, 2003, Nursing
MASTER Ol-M II \( I l\ \LRSIN(, (Continued)
Kelly A. O'Donnell. B.SJ*., La Salle University, 2006, Nursing
Pinki Pad, BS.N., La Salle University, 2005, Nursing
Jennifer Saverioni Patterson. B.S.S. The Pennsylvania State University, 1999, Nursing
Elinor Pemitsky, B.S.N., DeSales University, 1986, Nursing
Catherine Claire Ka//i. B S A '.. Thomas Jefferson University, 1988, Nursing
Lisa Diane Reechione. B.S.N.. Holy Family College, 1989, Nursing
Elizabeth deBlois Rkkett, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2006, Nursing
Lisa Theresa Rod/en. B.S.N., Temple University. /VV9 Nursing
Jill Anne Seely. B.S.S.. Im Salle University, 2004, Wursing
Allen Charles Smith III. B.S.N., Moravian C oUege, 2003. Nursing
Claire Smith. BS\ . Ursiruu College, 1979, Nursing
Randi Yvonne Smith. B S.N., Im Salle University. 2<H)\ Nursing
Richard James Smith. B.S V. Cedar Crest College, 2tKH>. Nursing
Denise Campbell Stasuk, B .5 \ . The Pennsylvania State University, 1998, Nursing
Omega A. Tamoviski, B.S.N., Holy Family College, 2000, Nursing
Laun (i Weiss. B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University, 2000, Nursing
Patricia Anne Wesiertcr. B s \ La Salle University, 2004, Nursing
Michele Mar> Wolf, B.S.N., Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1999 Nursing
Judith Kay Wright, B s \ La Salle I niversity, 2006, Nursing
Gregory JamesWucbter.fi s \ Cedai Crest I allege, 1998 Vursing
Nancy Lee Yates, B s V hi Salle I niversity, 2005, Nursing
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANG! \(.l PATHOLOGl
Lauren Angelilli, B.S . West Chester I nnersits. 2<>o4. Communication Disord* n
Stephanie Renee Archer. B S . Ohm State I nnersits. 2tM)l. Human I ,
Laura Elisabeth Baker, B S lu Salle I niversity, 2tK>S. Speech-LongUOgi
Erin A Canada). B \ l inversus of Butshurgh, 2007, Communication s, u m < ami D
Chnsi ma Lynn Celano, B s Im Salle l niversity, 2008, Speech-Languai i H
Sara J Cohen, B * Ihe Pennsylvania State I 'niversity, 2<xu. Communications
Jacqueline M Conner, 8.5 La Salle University 1984 Finana Marketing
Rebecca Saia Ellis, // s The Pennsylvania State . niversity, 2005 Communicai
Diana Joy Evans, 8 \ Rosemontt oil,-, 2003 Communications
[amiS Halter, BA., Rowan University location
Laura J Hammond, B.S Th* University cfScranton Education
Denise M Haydt.8 \ Tempi* University 2007 Communication Sciei
Erin Venetia Hayes, B \ Tht l 2004 Communicai
Alison Ingman, BA., University ofConnecticut 2006 Communication D
Catherine Mellwig lenkim n I Tempi* I niversity, 1999, ( ommun
Mihaua N Kalikas, n \ i niversity of D
I veline I ouise Koenig />' 5 i>>. ,,: ( •.,.. rsity
Jaclyn Diane Kubtla H S /<< Sail* i m
Kulik, B s Th* RM I
Maura Miller, B s The Pennsylvania Stat, t niversity 2005 < on,mini..
I lizabeth \ Munro /< \ \¥
Natalia Musitano n s La Sail* i nivt
Robed i) Nekttch fl
Katharine tona Pipe 8.5 La
Roberto Molina Porras, 8.5 Rosarios University '•' i
Ssstem \dministration
table) S R
l \nii Si Kmittnci /< \ u
t .ii.i < trace S* hnell /' \.,T*m
i indsay Mh belle Sharp 8.5 L
i.u |yn Angela Sparacino, /•' I M
I.IIMl ll.lv lllCllU I •• B
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY (Continued)
Ashley Danielle Underwood, 6.5., La Salic University, 2008. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Ami Melissa Van Dine. B.F.A. Kutztown University. 1996. Communication Design
Nicole M. Voigt. B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 2000. Sociology. M.S.. St. Joseph's University. 2001. Criminal Justice
Kathryn L. Walsh. B.S.. Richard Stockton College of N.J. . 2007. Speech-Language Pathology
Stephanie Elizabeth Weckesser, B.S.. La Salle University. 200S. Speech-Langitage-Hearing Science
Deidre D. Witkowski. 6.5., La Salle University. 2008. Speech-Langitage-Hearing Science
Christina Lynn Wrigley, B.S., Drexel University. 2003. Biomedical Engineering
Lauren Michelle Zuboff, B.S.. Ithaca College. 2007. Speech-Language Pathology
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Paul R. Brazina, M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A., Dean
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Renata Scamilla A. Aledo, B.A.. Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Campinas. 2006. Marketing and Advertising
Derek C. Allen. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1992. Finance
Diane Mickles Andrien. 6.5.. Chestnut Hill College. 2001. Management
Gerald J. Ardron. 6.5.. Rowan University. 1997. Management
Melissa Dawn Arnell, B.S.. Fashion Institute of Technology. 2003. Fashion Merchandising Management
Ranti Ayo-Gbenjo. B.S. Ohafemi Awolowo University. 1996. Accounting
Naveed Azad, B.S.. Drexel University. 2006. Accounting/MIS
James C. Banks. B.S.. Drexel University. 2003. Chemical Engineering
Brooke J. Baseman. B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2005. Business Management
Haroon Bashir, B.A., Temple University. 2006. Accounting and Actuarial Science
Bahri Baykal. B.S.. Arizona State University. 2005. Supply Chain Management
Edward C. Baynes, Jr.. B.A.. lona College. 2007, Adolescent Education: Mathematics
Gerald Berger. 6.5., Banking School of Basel, Switzerland, 1978, Banking and Finance, B.B.A., University of Zurich, Switzerland, 1998,
Business Administration
David Ian Berkowitz, 6.5., University of Delaware. 2002, Parks and Recreation
Rene Carlos Blattmann, 5.5., University of Wales. United Kingdom. 1999, International Hospitality Management. B.S.. Glion Hotel
School. Switzerland, 1999. Hospitality and Tourism Management
Eugene Blazhko. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2006. Management Information Systems
Kevin D. Brennan. 6.5., The Pennsylvania State University. 2002, Operations and Information Systems Management
Andrew J. Bubb, B.S.. The Pennsylvania College of Technology. 2005. Data/Telecommunications
Anthony C. Bueti. B.S.. Drexel University. 2004, General Studies
Gina Carolyn Burke. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Computer Information Science
Patrick J. Burke. 6.5., Mount Saint Man's University. 2005. Finance
Lauren Nicole Burycka, B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2006. History-
Tommy H. Byrd III, B.S., Tennessee State University. 2003. Architectural Engineering
Urban Caluori, B.A., University of Berne. Switzerland. 1999. Social Anthropology
Charles Edward Catalina, 6.5., The Pennsylvania State University. 1996. Chemical Engineering
Robert James Cerviello. B.S.. Villanova University. 2000. Finance
Pornpatsom Chainarong, B.S.. Chulalongkom University. 2002. Food Technology
King Yiu Cheng, B.A., University of California. Los Angeles. 2006. Economics and International Area Studies
Kevin Conway. 6.5.. King's College. 2004. Human Resources Management
Christopher J. Cotignola. 6.5., Temple University, 1998, Electrical Engineering
Anne M. Coyne. 6.5., Gwynedd-Mercy College. 1998. Finance
Ryan L. Csencsitz. 6.5.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2001. Finance
Amy Beth Cuker. 6.5.. Cornell University. 1998. Design and Environmental Analysis
Ibrahim Daou, Diploma of Master, University of Bamako. 2002. Management
Susan L. Davies, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2001. Organizational Management
Heather Anne DeCree. 6.5.. Drexel University, 2005. Accounting
John M. DeLaurentis, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1996. Finance
Kelly Lynn Demyan. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2005, Accounting
Peter D. Derrico. 6.5.. West Chester University, 2000, Finance
Abrar Ahmed Jahangir Desai. BE.. Kamatak University. India. 1998. Electronics and Communications Engineering
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Candice Mane Diliberto, BS.BA. Bloomsburg University, 2004, Office Information Systems
Edward Joseph Dixon III. BS.BA. . La Salle University, 2000, Finance
I.inh Kieu Doan. B.S.. Drexel University, 2003, Economics
Irene Dobrin, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2003. Marketing/Management
Kern Donahue-Horn. B.S., Drexel University, 2001. Marketing
Mary A. Donohue. B.B A., Temple University, 2002. Management Information S\ stems
Stephanie A Donovan, B.H.S.. Gwynedd-Mercy College, 2003. Health Information Administration
Camilla Heng Douch, fi.5 BA., La Salle University, 2005. Finance
Corinne AnneMane Dougherty, B S . Gwynedd-Mercy College, 2005. Business Administration
Donna L. Duca. BA., Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1989, Sociology/Psychology B.S., Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1990, Business Administration
Helen Mane Dultner. B .5 The Pennsylvania State University, 1987, Accounting
Rona A Duffy, B.S N., 1m Salle I 'niversity, 2006. Nursing
Stephanie J Dunsian. B.S . The Pennsylvania State University, 2006. Business Administration
Ke\m S Durmala. BA . Temple University, 1980, Computer and Information Sciences M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology, 1982,
Computer S< leiues
Andrew John D/ied/ic BA., Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 2002. Management
Allison M Ebbecke, B.S BA Im Salle University, 2<xj3. Management
Jeffrey William Bbeit. B.BA Temple University, 2006. Finance/Real Estate
Mark \ Esporito, BA., Im Salle University, 2003. Communication
Michael Brads larrell. BA., Villanoui Lnixersits. 20OO. Finance
l.aura Marie lorshev B.S., Shippensburg I niversity, 2003. Business Administration
Brenl Allan I riediiuiii. B.S Gm \nedd Men I ( ollege, 2004, Business Administration
Richard E. Fumey, BA., La Salle I 'niversity, 1999. l.< onomit i
Mark Benjamin Gallagher, B.S . Millersville I niversity, 1986, Business Administration
Richard M Gillin, BA . Im Salle University, 2000, Criminal Justice
Sara Ingles Ginesta, H S I niversity ofBarcelona, Spam. 2003 Chemistry
Matthew Gionta, B s Temple l niversity, 2ixt4. Sport and Ret nation Management
Annemarie Glass, B.BA . temple l niversity, 1996, iccounting
Elena Glozman, i< S . i>>> tel I 'niversity, 2ooo. Computet S
Aaron Williani Godwin, B s i;>isuiola Christian College, 2002, Mechanical Engineering
Reyhan Gonulsen n S I < University, 1994, Landscape Architectun
Steven Jeffrey Goodrich.fi s l niversity ofPhoenix 2004, Information Technology
Shannon Marie Gove, i< S Fordham I nm rsity, 2003 Marketing
Jaclyn Marie Grenfell B I La Salle t niversity, 2<xi3. Mathematu i
Christopher GriswoJd, fi.£W, Marywood University, 1999, \o,,al\\o,k
( hrisovalantou Grover, i< S Youngstown state l 'niversity, 2002, Allied Health
David Andres Murcia Guerrero, fi.5 Universidadl Mil 2001 International Business
\nti.i ( .mkni.i. M s s/ Petersburg l niversity, Kussia 1986, Biochemistry
Heatha Candice Haimovitz, B.S.,1 niversity ofPittsburgh, 2003 Information S
Son l ik Haimovitz, B.S Thi Pennsylvania Slate I niversity, 2001, Busim »/..
Devin( S Hamilton, fi.5 Temple University 2006. Sport and Recreation Manat
Jacqueline Marie Hawkins, BA DeSates University 1999 Management
Knsii I vnne lleim.ni. n \ VUUmova I niversity 1998 Hisiois
Ross Daniel Hendricks, B \ University ofPittsburgh 1994 Communication
Danielle N Headrie.fi.fi \ Temple University -'""-V iccounting
Maryjean Hummell, fi \ Templt University, 1984 loumalism
Sandy Nga Huynh B I Boston University 200 I
Kyle M lakob.fi s it \ 1. 1 s.di, i niven
Heather Renee Johnson /< S West Virginia University '"" s Finance
Linda A lungers, fi.5 \rcadla University 1993 I
lames William lurgeni li /> S Dn ti 1 1 rtivt rsity
\len.i K.ik lies ss. /< S B.l.ous Siai, Inn., s„s H, Lous 1994
Meredith McHugh Karow, /( S Rock «/. , Institun
I'a, kagin
lason Keen, fi.5 Limestone Colleg* !006, Busii
loan Marie Kelly, B.S.BA i
Rebecca Whetstone Kell) /•' 5
Km.lv, K Maria Kies B -> VSW B
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Marina Klichinsky, B.A.. Holy Family College, 2000, Psychology
Michael James Knoke, B.S., York College, 2001, Information Systems
Alina Kogan. B.S.. The Pennsylvania Stale University, 2005. Business Administration
Andrew John Kopp.fl.S., University ofPittsburgh, 1999, Marketing
Boris Koiotkin, IIS.. The Pennsylvania State University, 1994. Finanee
Andrew James Kroeger. B.S.. Kutztown University. 2006. Psychology
Gra/yna Kuc/owic/. BEcon, University of Economics, 2000, Economics or Regions, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Finance
Meredith L. Kwiatek. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2006. Public Relations
Robert Christopher Lally, B.S.B.A., Shippensburg University, 2003, Finance
Caroline Mary Lappetito. B.A.. New York University. 1976. Journalism/Mass Communication
Kimberly A. Lauriello. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University. I99S. Psychology
Daniel J. Lenza, Jr.. B.S.. University of Pittsburgh, 2001, Industrial Engineering
David J. Levin. B.A., State University ofNew York - Binghamton, 2005, Economics
Jan Lin. B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2004, Accounting
David J. Lorditch. B.A., La Salle University, 2006, Criminal Justice/Sociology
Albert C. Low. B.S.. Rutgers University. 2002, Management, M.S., Rutgers University, 2005. Statistics
Jennifer G. Lucas, B.A., La Salle University. 2002. Mathematics
Christopher Stephen Mack. B.S.. Frostburg Slate University. 1997, Business Administration
Scott A. MacPherson, 5.5., United States Military Academy, 1985, International Affairs
Jayne Manco. B.B.A., Temple University, 2005, Marketing
Ellen Jane Mansfield, B.A., Ursinus College, 1999, History
Joseph F. Marquis III, B.S., Dre.xel University, 2003, Business Administration
Quintrell Loaird McCreary. B.S.. United States Naval Academy, 2003, Economics
Jeffrey R. McGeary, B.A., West Chester University, 1999, Communications
Gerard McGeever, B.A.. Loyola College. 2002. Psychology
Inna McGurney, B.S.. Temple University, 2002. Risk Management/Finance
Jane L. McRory, B.A., University of Georgia, 1972, Sociology
Colette Lynn Meehan, B.A., Mount Saint Mary's University, 1994, English/Political Science M.A., Villanova University, 2000. English
Literature
John P. Miller III. B.S.. University ofPittsburgh, 2002, Accounting
Sebahattin Burak Misirli, B.S., Eastern Mediterranean University, Cyprus, 2002, Civil Engineering
Kristy Mistichelli, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2002, Accounting
Louis Monaco III. B.A., Duquesne University, 2001, Communication Studies
Sara Lynn Montalto. B.S.. Rowan University, 2003, Business Administration
Megan Anne Morris, B.A., The Pennsylvania State University. 2003, Sociology
Carinne Moukheiber. B.S.. Chestnut Hill College, 2006, International Business/Language and Culture
Markus G. Mueller. Ph.D., B.S.. University of Basel. Switzerland. 1995. Chemistry, M.S.. Biocentre of Basel, Switzerland, 2000,
Biochemistry. Ph.D.. University of Basel, Switzerland, 2003. Physical Chemistry
Eric Philip Mulartrick. B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Stale University. 2003, Business Information Technology
Matthew Stephen Muldoon. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2001, Biology
Christopher Keith Myers, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2001, Accounting/Management Information Systems
Melissa Ann Myers. B.S.. Wheeling Jesuit University. 2002. Accounting
Alison J. Netzer, B.A. Simmons College, 1993, Spanish Literature: M.S., Simmons College, 1995. Education
Olayinka Oyebola Odunlami. B.B.A., Temple University. 1999. Accounting/Finance
Pavlo Olenchyk, B.A., Ternopil Academy ofNational Economy, Ukraine, 1998, Economics. M.A.. Kiev Stale Conseiratoiy. I Inline, 1995. Music
Edward P. O'Reilly. B.S.. Lehigh I 'niversitv, 1992. Materials Science and Engineering
Jason Paul Osada. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2000. Accounting
Colleen M. O'Shaughnessy. B.B.A., Temple University, 1996, Strategic Management
Derrick Eugene Pegrem, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 1993. Accounting
Zachary Walter Penska. B.S.. Rutgers University, 2005, Management
Elinor Pernitsky. B.S.. DeSales University. 1986. Marketing
Jan Peterson. B.S.. Friedrich Schiller University. Germany. 2003. Informatics. M.S.. Friedrich Schiller University, 2004, Informatics
Gladys Gloria Pimentel. B.S.. Georgia Southern University. 2006. International Trade
Henry J. Podlaszewski, Jr., B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 2004. Accounting/Marketing
Neal Philip Pollack. B.A.. College ofNew Jersey, 1997, Political Science
Rita Potap. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2003, Management Information Systems
Beth Ann Raudenbush. B.S., The Pennsylvania Stale I 'niversitv. 2004. Management Science and Information Systems
MASTER OF BUSINESS \DMlMSTRATION (Continued I
Christine Redfern. B.S.. Lock Haven University. 2<M)I. Management Information V stems
Christopher Redmond, B.S., University ofNe* Hampshire. 1995, Business Administration
Patricia E Ken/. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 1983, Accounting
Victoria N. Reahetnyak, B.BJL, Temple University, 2003, Economit ^/Management Information Systems
Jessica A. Rieben. B.S., Lock Ha\en University, 2<MU. Business Administration
Dennis Patrick Ritchie. Jr.. B.S., West Chester University, 2<M)J. Marketing
Gu) R Ri\era. B.S., Stockton College, 1993, Environmental & vena.
Matthew J Roakes, B.S.BA., La Salle University, 2007, Accounting/Finance
Noah Evan Robkm. B BA.. Temple University, 2004, Finance
Lisa Theresa Rod/en. B.S.N., Temple University, 1999, Nursing
Richard Rolke. B.S., Stockton State College, 2003, Environmental Science/Chemistry M S Dn tei I nivt rsity 1996 ( •
Bo/ena Rolla. B.BJL, Temple University, IW. Fvnance/lnternational Business
Michael Romano. B.S . Drexel I nnersits. 2003, Business Administration
Patrick Dennis Runs en. B.S . St. Joseph's L nnersits. 21)06. Finance
NaDC) Russo. BS . Rowan I nnersits. IWI. Business Administration
Matthew Michael Ryan, B.S., La Salle I mversity, 2006, Finance
Elizabeth Dunlap Sabia, B.BA., University ofPennsylvania, 1988, Management
Yulisa Sako\ich. B.S., M.S . Grodno Stale I nnersits. 2<M>6. International Economu s
Junnosuke Sanda. B A . Dokkyo University, 2004, Management
Alp (l Sazak, BS . Dumlupinar University, 2005, Civil Engineering
Joseph W Schick. BA Temple I nnersits. 2<K)2. Business Ixns
R>an Patrick Schrank. B SB A . Ixi Salle I nnersits. 2004, Marketing
Mehmet Orhan SevinC, B S Bilkcnl I nnersits. 2(X>6. Industrial Engineering
Lauren Christina Shanda, B s Spelman College, 2005. Biology
Ban) S Shea. B s Ridei I mversity, 1989, Xccounting/Fmana
Demond Lamai Shepard, B S ' mted states Saval \< tub my 2<x>2 1 1 onomu i
Rosanna Shvarts, B.S flu Pennsylvania State University, 2005 iccounting
Norman Core) Simmi, H \ La Salle l niversuy, 2006, History
Mehre2 M Soui BA., I mversity oj Tunis, Tunisia, 1998, Economu i
Judith Anne Spues. /< \ La Sail, University 1975, Special Education
rheresaM Steltza Bs Clarion University 1985, Communications
Hans Joachim Stephan B.S ( mversity ofApplied Sciences German 1991, Biotechnology, PkD„ I niversuy oj
Kingdom, 2003 Scienct andTechnology
Ryan Christopher Strange 8.5 The Pennsylvania Suit* University 1998 Marketing
Sakeaun Supaari, Ha, hi lot oj \. i ounting The l mversity ofTh
James Christopher Swartz Bs Duquesm University, 2000, Chemistry
David P. Sweene) fl I 2003 Finance
Mark< Szczech,A \ TempU University 2002 Criminal ht
Lee Christophei laggan Ji hb\ Howard Ui tutting
Christopher < lomlinson, 0.5 University ofScranton I99i M
Kevin Ibrnpkini B.S.B \ l • Sail* ' niversity 20
kniis.ik Ibypam, fl.5 Kasetsart University 2004,lndustt
KhanhQiKX Iran B.S Southern Illinois University
Linda M fto) B.S.BA La Salle University 1999 Accounting
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Staci Elizabeth Williams, B.A.. La Salic University. 200.1, Sociology/Criminal Justice
Brian Maurice Wilson. B.B.A.. Howard University, 2007, Accounting
LaToya Marie Winkfield. B.A., Temple University 2001, English, M.Ed., Temple University. 2004, Sport and Recreation Administration
Todd Michael Witzleben. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2003, Finance
Zana Cecelia Wolf, B.A.. University of Pennsylvania, 1996, Fine Arts, M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 2000, Historic Preservation
Margaret Jean Wooddell. B.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1984, Biochemistry, M.A., North Carolina State University, 1994, Liberal
Studies, M.P.H.. University of North Carolina, 2000, Public Health, Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 2004. Science and
Technology Studies
Stephanie A. Yost. B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2005, Finance/Marketing
Sherif W. Youssef. B.Sc, Zagazig University, Egypt, 1978, Mechanical Engineering
Roman Zelfon. B.S.. Temple University. 2005. Information Science and Technology
Victoria Mary Zidek, B.B.A., Temple University, 2002, Economics/Finance
Robert Raymond Zimmerman. B.S.. Dre.xel University. 2004, Information Systems
Ruth Zinder. B.B.A.. Temple University, 2004. Marketing
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D., Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE
Andrew W. Hoist, B.A., Gettysburg College, 1996, Business
Melissa Marie Miller, B.S., Rowan University, 2003, Computer Science
Sowmya V. Punganoor, B.E., University of Madras, India, Electronics and Communication
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
Jason P. Balthaser, B.S., Alvernia College, 2003, Computer Information Science
Scott David Heisman, B.S., Dre.xel University. Computer Information Studies
Shawn Patrick Hopkins, B.S., La Salle University, 2002, Information Technology
Vanesa Ortiz. B.S., Rowan University, 2000, Business Administration
Dominic Michael Paranzino, B.A., La Salle University, 1983, Computer Science
Nina Faith Rogers, B.A., Temple University, 1988, Communications
Michael C. Sha, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2003, Management Information Systems
MASTER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
Anais Mamelan Aka, B.A., Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University. 2006. Marketing
Brenda D"Amico Andrzejewski, B.A., Rider University, 2003, Communication/Journalism
Nato Asatiani, B.S.Sc, Tbilisi State University, Georgia, 2006, Psychology
Antonina Aslanova. B.A., Mariupol State University of Humanities, 2007, English/Greek
Muska Ayazi, B.A., George Mason University, 2002, Communication
Oygul Azimova. B.A., Tashkent State University of Oriental Studies, 2001, Regional Studies Economy of Korea
Panagiota Bellou, B.A., University ofTeesside, 2006, Business Management
Laura Geneva Bolen, B.A.. Randolph-Macon College, 2001, English
Stephanie L. Brown, B.A., Peine College, 2000. Business Administration
Nicole Michelle Buskey, B.S., Chevnev University of Pennsylvania, 2004, Recreation and Leisure Management
Daniel H. Callahan. Jr., B.A., Temple University, 1975, Journalism
Michelle Lee Cammarota. B.A., West Chester University of Pennsylvania. 2002. English Literature
Katie Colleen Carey, B.A., Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Telecommunications
Sarah H. Catlin, B.A., Bucknell University, 1998, Political Science/English
Jessica Lynn Clarke. B.A., Elizabethtown College. 2004, Social Work
Amy Gardner Cranston, B.A., University ofMaryland College Park, 2000, Communication
Adriana Souza de Mesquita, B.S., Peine College, 2002, Information Technology
Jill DiSanto, B.A., La Salle University, 2001, Communication
Joseph Charles Doyle III, B.A., La Salle University, 2000, Communication
Suzanne Earnest. B.S., Temple University, 2004, Tourism and Hospitality Management/Business
Kate Rochelle Fruhman, B.A., York College of Pennsylvania, 2006, Psychology
MASTER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION (Continued)
Sucla Gacaj. BA., Empire Stale College/NeH York College, 2006, Communication & Public Relation
Yuliya Garmashova. HA Tavrida National University, 2006, Greek Philology
Diane Gerace, BA., Temple University, 1985, Journalism
William Charles Green III. HA Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania, 1995, Mass Communication
Michele L. Gutman. HA. University ofPittsburgh, 2(H)}. Communication
Vincent J Haas. BA., St. Joseph's University, 1982, English
Peter Hameister. HA. Hochschule Wismar, JWX. Business Administration
Alexandria K June. HA . Virginia State I 'niversity, 2005, Journalism
Zdenek Frank Junk. B.S., I niversity ofNe* York m Prague, 2007, Business Administration
Saida Kalkulova, HA. Tashkent State University, 2iX)l. Management
Michael T Keller, B.S., Ramapo College ofNe* Jersey, 1988, Business Administration/Marketmg
S\eilana Komienko, H S \<» Ymk I niversity in Prague. 2(X>7. Business Administration
Deborah A Kolula. HA. Ruhr I niversity, 2lX)>. Liberal Studies
Lucie Kur/o\a. BA., University cfNe* York in Prague, 2ixi4. Maw Media and Communication
Chnssa K>nakidou. H s Deree ( ollege, 2<M)7. Business Administration
Susanne Lai rankic-l'nncipalo. BA., Slippers Rot k State University, 1981, Communication
Colleen Mane Lang, H SUA hi Salle University, 2>xu. Marketing
Michelle S Langley, H \ It tuple University, 2<x>4. Communication
Georgette K A Leonhardt, B.S., I niversity oj Hawai at Manoa, 2ixx>. Apparel, Produt t Design and Men handmng
Evgenia Lokana, HA . Aristotelian I 'niversity <>/ ThesalonUu, 1983, Chemistry
Oljja Losl'akova. HA. Tomas Rata I nnersits. 2<XX>. \laiki ting ( ommiinuation
Katefina Machovi, // \ I niversity <>l \<» York in Prague, 2<xx,. Communication \ Mass Media
Lindiaj N Malltin, H \. The Pennsylvania State University, 2004, Psychology
Tamika Antwan Mark. H s t nnersits ofArkansas at I'uu Bluff, 1997, Business Administration/Marketing
Tamara Martinez, HA . Ruin l niversity, 2003, Communication
Daniel. i Mesarosn\a. H A . I nnersits of \c-u York m Pragut , 2007 ( 'ommunit at
Luz Johanna Morales, HA . Bloomsburg, 2<xu. Communication Studies
Kemberl) Annette Nichols, BA . Temple University, /vw. Broadcasting, Telecommunication-Masi '
Stepanka Novotni, R \ Bankovni Institut Vysoka Skola, /''... Iministration m Undertaking
Dana Osipova, BA., University ofNe* York in Prague, 2007 Communication A M
Martin Pavlfck, B [., University ofNe* York in Pragut 2005. Communication 4 Vast ''
Kirk A ivimski. BA., Neumann College 2003 Communication ins
I ik ia I'oledhakova. H A . I nnersits oj It onomu s. Prague, 2l»>" Inn motional Initli
Julie \ Pompizzi, R \ I" Salle l nnersits J'*'s Convmaucation/EnglUm
Ekaterini Protekdikou i< \ Vmericani
'
nd Organizational Bel
J. hi Purkraoek, H s ' niversity oj Ven Yorl in Pi \dmUustratkm
Allaiinmiad K.ik him. .\ R\ State University of Turkmenistan 1993
Aurela Rama, R L, Empire Stah University Ven YorkCollegt 2007 Communication
Patricia] Ryan BJL.Catholu University 2ixk> Media Studies
[arsha l< Scoveni i< \ Virginia \M -
irion Sbcherbaty) R \ Empin mication and PuMit i-
Michaela Sbejbalovi' /( S Oklahoma Christian I niversity
Angela Marie Smith R \ LaSalL Um mication
Dora < atalina Spartani R \ Spin h
Kyra Braun Spoto H S Temph University 2004 Tourism and Hospita
J.iinil.ih Nafeesa Sultan i< I Lincoln I m
\i i.imi.i l Summen />' \ University oj \labama at Bint
< Hga \ Uv hou, /' S National Tet hnU al I niversity
\,i..n, Zahradnik B S I niversity oj Vn •
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MASTER OF ARTS IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES (Continued)
Kamila Maria Derylak. Diploma, Krakow University. Poland, 2006, American Studies
Olga Isakova. Diploma. Minsk Slate Universally. Belarus. 2003. English
Manna Kagramanova. Diploma. Pyatigorsk Slate University. Russia. 2003. Linguistics
Kristen Jeanne Klelke. B.A.. Rollins College, 1992. Politics
Lada Roma Pastushak. B.A., Rider University. 2007. History/Political Science
Timothy James Schuback. B.S., The College ofNew Jersey, 2000. Finance
Jessica A. Smith. B.A., The Pennsylvania State University. 2005. Corporate Communications
Latoya Smith. B.S.. Drexel University. 2005. Psychology
Daniel D. Thompson. B.A., Temple University. 2002. History
Taras A. Tkachov. Diploma, Odessa National University; Ukraine, 1997. English
Kr/vs/tof Wolanin, B.A.. Wilkes University, 2002, International Studies
Fei Yang. B.A., Tianjin Institute of Technology. P. R. China. 2000. Chemical Engineering
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Victoria Blair Barry. B.A., The New School, 2006, Liberal Arts
Brian M. Berman, B.A., Rutgers University. 2002, Psychology, M.A., West Chester University, 2004, Clinical Psychology
Timothy Gary Calvin, B.A.. Temple University. 2005. Psychology
Nicole O'Neill Cambria. B.A., Rutgers University; 2006, English
Lisa-Ann J. Cuccurullo, B.A., Manhattan College, 2002, Communications, M.A., Manhattan College. 2004. Counseling Psychology
Lauren Sara Egbert, 6.5., Washington and Lee University. 2004. Psychology/Biology
Tiffany Rose Foy. B.S., Manhattan College, 2006, Psychology
Deirdra F. Frum. B.A.. University of Massachusetts, 2005. Psychology
Amanda V. Johnson, B.S.. Denison University. 2006. Psychology
Bambi Lee Juryea, B.A.. West Chester University; 2005, Psychology
Anne Farrell Lagor, B.A.. Villanova University. 2006. Psychology
Megan Evita Lavery, B.A.. Lafayette College, 2006, Psychology/English
Rachel Hilary Miller, B.A., Lafayette College, 2006, Psychology
Carla Marie Moore. B.S.. Ohio State University; 2003, Business Administration. M.A., La Salle University; 2006. Clinical-Counseling Psychology-
Shannon B. Myers, B.S., Ursinus College, 2006, Psychology
Jayme Beth Oltarzewski, B.A., Goucher College, 2006, Psychology
Hemisha Jitendra Patel, B.A.. Rutgers University, 1999, Psychology, M.A.. John Jay College, 2002, Forensic Psychology
Sejal M. Patel, B.S., Duke University, 2003. Biological Sciences
Jacqueline D. Ruvo, B.A., Manhattan College. 2006. Psychology
Rachel Dara Salbo. B.A., Rutgers University; 2005. Psychology
Alix Sarubbi, B.A., University ofMaryland, 2004. Psychology
Lori Anne Schwanhausser, B.S.. Northwestern University. 2005. Hitman Development
Amy Elizabeth Sgrenci. B.A., American University. 2004. Psychology
Amanda Leigh Skowron. B.S.. University of Pittsburgh, 2006. Psychology/Sociology
Alison C. Sweeney, B.A.. Lafayette College. 2006. Psychology
Laura Ann Thackray, B.A., La Salle University. 2006. Psychology
Catrina L. Vitagliano. B.A., La Salle University. 2006. Psychology
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Sara Alycia Albrecht, B.A., East Stroudsburg University. 2006. Psychology
Courtney Ann Allaghi, B.A., Ithaca College, 2006. Psychology
Angela Maria Armenakis, B.A.. San Francisco State University, 2001. Psychology
Jill W. Biros. B.A.. University of Pennsylvania. I9H2. Communications
Maria Brachelli-Pigeon. B.A.. Villanova University. 2005. Psychology
Kara Laine Branz. B.A., La Salle University; 2006, Psychology
Corinne Laura Braun. B.S.. Indiana University of PA. 2006. Marketing/Psychology
Leslie Bianca Brown. B.A.. Hampton University. 2002. Psychology
Michelle Kale Byrne. B.A.. Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2002. Psychology
Erin Michelle Camp, B.S., Towson University, 2006, Psychology
Kirsten Campbell, B.S., University of Pittsburgh, 2006. Psychology
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Megan Diane Carlin. B.A.. Lock Haven University, 2002, Psychology
Michele Louise GioffChristman, B.S., Kutz/own University, 19X9. Business Administration
Jennifer Kan C'ummings. BA., Hampton University. 2004. Psychology
Jo) Anne Davis, BA . Rosemont College, 1998, Psychology
Kern. Blair Donovan, BJUL, Brien rest Bible College, I MX, Christian Education, MA. Brien n tt C oil* gn Seminars. 2001, ChrisA
Cynthia Gallagher Dowling, BA., Temple University, 1997. General & Strategu Management/Marl
Megan C. Eckert, B.S., I niversity ofPittsburgh, 2005. Psychology
Tamara L. Fieklin. BA., St. Joseph's University, 2005. Psychology
Jacqueline A. Fll&CO, BA., Shippenshuru, University. 2004. Psychology
Comtnej S. Gable. B.FA., 1996, Wen York University, Acting
Carsn Melissa Garber. BA SUNY Cortland. 2006, Psychology
Evnpidis Gavras, B.C.L, University of loannina, 2002. Psychology, BA. Aristotle I nivei
Bernadeite Gillen. BA.. La Salle University, 2004. Psychology
Brian L. Gilpatnck. BA . McMurry University, 199.1 History
Katarzyna Gilpatrick, M 4 . Jagiellonian University, 2001, Cultural/Religious Studies
Sophia Gioka. B.C.L, I niversity of Philosophy. 2005. Psychology
OIgaGiouvanald.iJ.se., Ne* York College (Athens), 2004, Psychology
Alicia Maria Gonzalez Wiese, BA., Universidad Iberoamericana, 2005, Psychology
Kaihr>n Jean Swank Henson. B A . Ixi Salle I 'niversity, 2001. Communication
Melanie I. Hum. BA .. West Chester I niversity, 2004, Psychology
Laura K latarola, BA . Temple University, 2003, Psychology
Dave Ton Ian, BA.. Temple I nnersus. 2005, Psychology
Km I ma Janovsky, BA., The Pennsylvania state I 'niversity, 2004, Psyt hology
Reginald A Johnson. B.S., Bloomsburg I 'niversity of Pennsylvania, 1999, Exercist
Ann Marie Kolb, B.S., Kutztown I nnersus. 2002. Elementary Education, B.S., Kutztown I niversity, 2005, Psychology
Yolanda-Panagiota Koralri, B \ I niversity oj Indianapolis. 2006, Psychology
Kenneth W Kosza, Jr.. B.S., Springfield College, 2005, Psyt hology
Evi Kritsotalti, Mst . Kings I allege I k 2006, Human Resoun es, B s. . I niv.oj Reading I A. 2005, Honors Psychology
( .mini Mar) Langan, B \ Syracuse University, 2006, Child and Family Studies
Jacqueline R LaPorta,B I ircadia University, 2006, Psychology
[vana Lazid, BA . Ridei University, 2005, Psychology
I mi Marie Maloney, l< \ Salisbury l niversity, 2001, Psychology
Pink) Mehta, B S Temple I niversity, 2001, Psychology
Sofia tnastasia Mill.. i us. i \i S< London s, hooloj Economit i and Political s, 'unce, 2001 Management of Inforn
University q) ithens 1998, Media and Communication
MariaMo8chou.il \ imerican College ofGreea 2004, Psychology
Marquita Seal. B \ /.»././. I niversity, 1998, Psychology
Anthony P. Neri. BA La Salle Collegt 1971, Economics \4 \ Boston College. 1974 Economics
Michael Nielsen l< \ Brigham Young University 1999, Spanish
Julie Mayer Norvilai B \ University ofVermont 2003 Psychology
K leO 'Mean B\ University ofDelaware 2005, Criminal Justice
Roberta Orange li B I LaSalU University 2005 Psychology
UexandriaN Orpin /»' I Kutztown University, 2003 Sociology/Psychology
Marilyn Orr. B.J West Virginia University 1976. Sociology Bs ri Medical Coll,
1994, M.B \ l" sail, l niversity 20
Marivette Ortiz, BA La Salle University 2003 Psychology
ephPente B I Dickinson Collegt 2004 Psychology
I., on i P pill.. /( s Peii ralegal
MorghanH Pran B I Shlppensburg University .'""J Psychology
Stace) \ Rkca B I MllutrtvUU I niversity 2004 Psych,
rennisha Natasha Rile) B.S Florida Stan University 2006 Psychology
lennifet I auren Rud) I Pjyi hology
Sharon \ Scanlan B
Kara tanSicUlano B \ Rutgers Universi
Diane I Siveter, B \ Temple I niversity
Klriaki sk.ni/. mi. BA \merictv
Dena Michelle Smolai B I H
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Carrie L. Snyder, B.S., Ball Slate. 2005, Psychology/Sociology
Deborah Ann Stednick. B.A., Temple University, 2006, Psychology
Samantha Noel Thompson, B.A., La Salle University, 2004, Psychology
Christine Toy-Dragoni, B.A.. Indiana University of PA. 1993, Natural Science and Math
IoannaTsirigaki. B.Sc. Empire State College, 2007. Psychology
Timothy G. Vail, B.A.. Loyola College. 2004. Psychology
Jennifer Anne Vargas. B.S.. St. Joseph's University. 2006. Psychology
Georgia Vasilaki. B.Sc. New York College. (Athens). 2007, Psychology
Josh Vigderman, B.S.. Kutztown Unversity, 2004. Psychology
Jamie Lynn Wagaman. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University, 2002, Psychology
Alimah Tifiyah Walker, B.A., La Salle University. 1993. Psychology
AnnMarie Terese Whithed, B.A.. University ofDelaware. 1990, Sociology
Layne Leigh Wilkins, AAS-RN, Gloucester County College, 1993, Nursing, B.A., Rowan University. 2004. Psychology
Leah E. Woody, B.S.. University of Pittsburgh, 2003, Psychology
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Lynn A. Ashton. B.S., Lock Haven University, 1999, Biology
Emily Noel Baird, B.S., Temple University, 2006, Elementary and Special Education
LisaMarie Barlow, B.A.. Chestnut Hill College. 1998. Human Sen'ices
Eric Behrle, B.A., La Salle University, 2003, English
Megan Melissa Bennett, B.S.. West Chester University, 2005, Professional Studies
Katherine Elizabeth Burel. B.A., University of Rochester, 2004, Psychology
Marie Daly Cantwell. B.A.. La Salle University, 2006, General Studies
John C. Clark, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2003. Management Information Systems/Marketing
Michael Thomas Dahms. B.S.. Kutztown University. 2000. Secondary Education/Social Studies
Steven Wayne Doland. Jr., B.S.. Syracuse University. 1999. Public Communications
Kathleen Mercedes Donohoe, B.A.. 2006. Rutgers University. Political Science
Katie A. Dougherty. B.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Elementary and Special Education
Kimberly Ann Duffy, B.A.. La Salle University. 2002. English/Communication
Christina M. Esposito. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University, 2001, Journalism
Anne George Ferguson, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University. 1979. Agricultural Science
Jennifer Lynn Fichthorn. B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania, 2002, Elementary Education
Keith D. Gorman, B.S.. University ofMissouri. 2003. Biological Sciences
Brianne E. Graham, B.A., Rutgers University. 2007, English
Tara Hanson Brouda, B.A., Bryn Mawr College, 2001, Political Science
Cedric Bryce Hardy, B.A., Temple University, 2004, Communication/Theater
Kristen N. Horn-McCreary. B.A., Arcadia University, 2003, Secondary Education/English
Leo Thomas Johnson IV. B.A., Springfield College, 2005, Human Senices
Jessica Krueger Kerber. B.S., Ursinus College, 2006, Psychology
Hyojeong Kim. B.A., Korea University, 2005, English
Lisa M. Kiwak, B.A., Lock Haven University, 2005, Communications
Brenda Ann Kuchler. B.A., La Salle University, 2004, General Studies
Felicia M. Maisey, B.A., La Salle University, 2005, Liberal Arts
James M. Morrison. B.A., Providence College, 2005, Spanish/Finance
Gabriel Louis Nathan, B.A., Muhlenberg College, 2002, Theatre
Vu Ngoc Oanh Nguyen, B.A., HCMC University of Pedagogy, 2003, English
Lisa Nolasco. B.S., West Chester University, 2005, Elementary Education
Kimberly O'Rourke, B.A., University of Maryland, 2005, Secondary Education/English
Clare Frances Petroski, B.A.. Catholic University ofAmerica, 2004, English
Danielle Hensil Piercy, B.S., Old Dominion University, 2003, Health and Physical Education
Anne Marie Proulx. B.A.. La Salle University. 2005. Communication
Stanislav Ritvin, B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2004, Mathematics
Brooke Johnson Rive, B.A., University of Richmond, 2005, French
Steven William Schaffling, B.A.. Villanova University. 2004. Psychology
Christina M. Schuman. B.A.. Temple University, 2001. Health Studies
Marianne Nee Spiotta. M.B.A.. Eastern University. 1994. Business Administration
Elizabeth Ash Stasny. B.A.. La Salle University. 2005, Elementary- and Special Education
John William Tiroly. B.A., Thomas A. Edison State College, 2006, Psychology
Andrea Florence Zepp. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 1999, Finance
MASTER OF ARTS IN BILINGIAL/BICTLTIRAL STUDIES
Lisa Abdul - Haqq, B.A., Temple University. 1995. Anthropology
Thea Ann Bahadoosingh. B A . Temple University. 2IMXJ. Communication Disorders
Tanesha Alicia Bramuell. B.A.. University ofthe West Indies {Jamaica), 2003, Spanish
Rebecca Ann Colagreco. B.A . West Chester University, 1992. Spanish. U.S., Neumann College, 2(H)2. Education
Erin M Da\is. B A . temple University, 2007, Communications and Theater/Spanish
Keith J. Fleming, B.A.. Temple University, 2005, Psychology/Spanish
Luis D. Gonzalez, B.A.. La Salle University, 2<MLi Sociology
Bnita Antioneite Gov ens. B A . La Salle University, 2005, Spanish
Gcnise Mane GfObelny, B A . 1m Salle University, 2005, Secondary Education
Raymond Michael Hams. B.A.. The Richard Stockton Collegi Romant c and C 'lassii al Languages and Literatures
Ryan Clevis Holmes. BM.E.. (Bachelors of Music Education) Loyola University ofNet* Orleans. 2001, Musii Education V \
University Oj Maryland at College Park. 2<M>4. Counseling and Personnel Sen n e\
Jessica Anne Hychalk, B.A .. Ursinus College, 2001. Spanish/English
Paulina Manella Ingarav. B A . Villanova University, 2006, Spanish
Man Alice McKnight-C'amahan. B.A.. Westminster Choir College, 1973, \4usic,M I ... I Education
David Mora. B S . The Pennsylvania State University . I9HI. Agriculture Education
Natalie J O'Hara. B.A . An adia I 'niversity, 2IXJ6. Spanish
Michelle Renee Swope, B 5 Ed West Chester I 'niversity. 1999. Spanish Education
MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGY AM) MINISTRY
James Edw in Avici. B.S Si Joseph's University, 1955, W \ Fbrdham University. 1966. Psychology. Pyycholoi
l niversity, 1972, Educational Psychology
I hurn.i-, Adam Arthur Del.essio. B.M., Westminster Choir College, 1989, Must, Education
Douglas James Demeter, B.S University ofScranton 1997 History Secondary Education
rbomai Joseph Devlin B \ St Joseph's University, 2004, History
Edward J Fitzpatrick, Jr . B A La Salle l niversity 2007, Communication
Craig Wesley Giandomenico B ity, 2000. Religious Studies
Helen leiesa JlURgUi, H \ I m.,i\i!\ oj Worth l< XOS, 1975, MuSU
Linda Marie Mason W {., Cornell University, 1983, Political Sciena i.B„ Princeton University 1979, Politics
Joseph H Meyei n \ University ofDayton, 2006. Political Scienct
Nun \l Schwartz, B.S.W., Shippensburg I niversity, 2005, Sonal Work
Antonio « Websta B S H La Salle University, 2t*>4. Social tori
MASTER Ol \!<is in Hisiom
Aviad Adlersberg, B S Delawan ValU \ ( oik p 2001, Biology
Cristopher Amaru KguUu.BA., TempU University 1997 History
s..i..ii table) Bischoff./J I LaSalU University 2008, History
Michael B BrUla.B.5 Wllersville University, 2003 Social Studies Education
William 1 Donohoe, Jr.. b\A \lbright Collegt 2000, History W I La Salle University 2
Michael John Gahagan B.S University ofScranton 2000, Secondary Eduaction l<\ I
Patricia] Kissling. b\A Shippensburg University 2006, History
Shawn tabeMuna) /' \ Gwynned w History
Ion Simeon Saltzman. A \ University ofPennsylvania, 1980, Economics
Chrutcpher Peter Schied, JL4 Temple University fflSS loumalism
Christopbo Schwara B I La Salle I ntversity 2004 Philosophy Religion
Andrew McLean Stevenson /( \ Hoi English
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
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Robert J Stewart, Jr















Taimeka Amo> \ idal

















Michelle I ouise /.




BA4 III I OROl S< 11 Ml IN Nl IKIIION
Megan Koacil CourflM
tana Kotlyai I aureu I
Chiisiin . Anthon) l ouis rrova
Ruth M Rodgen
BA( III I OROl st II Nt l
tndrea Nadine Bacchui
( inisi.i Maria Buct alii
Regina \ Can
< hristina Marie ( onnell)
I lizabeth Mae < ore)
meonu
tadrea Maria I erreira
\shi,\ i lizabeth I uhi
luh. i S I ilk iti
I .iim.i.i Van < ibun
Shannon lane rlalleran
Umee m I






l riana Rose faufTman
\sliles \m\ ke.iles
kale \iiii kuhls
Mar) 1 1. in. is i amonl
Ihoanna Mark * > I ualhati
Jo.iiiii I mkIi
( iabrielk Noel Mattaliano










Paul R. Brazina, M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A., Dean






































































Francis T. Esposito III







































Ashton- Lee M. Johnson























































































































Tyler Joseph W ilk
Su/anne Melissa Williams
Ronald Williamson







Jessica I heresa Alsii
Sarah busman
Angelica lasia Bedrosian
I aura lean Brooke
Adrienne Marie Flick
Aiisiin k I loyd
Amanda I li/alvlh ( iasjvi
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I tana Marie Man/
Yuderquui Guzman Payampt
Maricris Pimentd I eh/
I ins. i \ Ramirez
Cassandra Serrano
Jasmine \ Suinnei
\iuia \dele I hoinassoi
Michael Anthon) Anastaaio
\lii hael < hristophei kraol
Andrew R Bemhard
h Bonkoski
( onstance K ( aeaai




i tennis Wayne I Hvine) h
David I lleraon
Niv In. I. is I hiiii




James I i.nu is hwin
Mkhelk Kintsch
Sane II kwak.
Mi, hael BaXta I avelle
leflrej ' I
i texta Andrew Matthewi
Stephanie J.'\ MafrJola











































Byard Penrose Bridge III
Jennifer C. Broeze




















































Alicia Rochelle De La Rosa
Nicole Marie DellaMonica





















































































BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)





























Rosanna Winy Yee lee







Jamie I ee I itzna
Ivn.i Mart i
I u/ 1 leaa I opez Roa
K.iiIif s ii N1.ii \ I ik i. in"
Matthew s Mallo)
\siik\ s.iin.iiiiii.i Mancuao






Wiih.mi ii.. .in. i M< \duat ill
I.. ill. mi Ri
Pamela D Met lure
( .mi. I.ur \si.i sii.ii.M Mi < onnell
I'. Illl. Mil
Mil in M< Dei n


























Matthew Das id Neder







I siIk-i I Okeke
Anneii Oriishauaen
Alyss.i \iim Macbi Oehiro





I iiuis.is Michelle Pappadopoula
M.us t lane P Patron
Bernicc \ Paltoo
Katherine Pendola
Robert I Penroae in
s.iin.iiiiii.i Pen
l aunan Pen)
t .kIs i dward Peten
































Micfaad Patrick Rocksso*>d. Jr
Michael R Rssdden
Jose R Rodriguez RiKlnguc/







Mara I yon Saidella
Deeiree t lizabeth S
Sami Sauma














BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)
Nicholas J. Smith
Jacquelyn Celeste Smolarck


















































COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING STUDIES


























SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES















Omar A. Vallejo Bautista
Asteria Velez
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING STUDIES
Joseph Y. Ugras, Ph.D., Dean
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Doretha Johnson Lorrie A. Kane Robert M. Thomas, Jr.
Votes*on . Icac/emic Wre&Ll/'CAA-
The history of academic dress begins in the earl) davs ot the oldest universities A statute of 1321 required all "'Doctors. Licentiates, and
Bachelors'' ol the University ot C'oimbra to wear gowns. In England during the second halt ot the 14th century, the statute-, ot certain
colleges forbade "excess in apparel" and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its
sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in ci\ilian dress. Gowns may ha\e been considered necessary for warmth in the unhealed buildings
used by medieval scholars. Hixxis ma> ha\e served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap The cap
was later displaced by a headdress similar to ones now recogni/ed as "academic."' European institutions continue to show great diversity
in their specifications of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system ot academic apparel a
halt-century ago. a code was devised for all to follow.
Gowns—The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed The gown lor the master's degree has an oblong
sleeve, open at the wnst. with the slee\e base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear pan of the sleeve's oblong shape is square
cut and the front part has an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed The gown for the doctor's degree has bell-shaped sleeves and
may be worn open or closed. Bachelor's and master's gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor's may be faced on the front with black or
colored velvet and with three bars of the same across the sleeves It color is used, it is the color distinctive ot the subject to which the
degree pertains, and it matches the edging or binding ol the hood
Hoods Hoods are lined with the official color or colors ot the college or university conferring the degree The binding or edging ot the
hood is the color indicative ol the subject to which the degree pertains, except that the doctor's cap may have Us tassel ot gold thread
Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part ol the academic costume The long lassel Listened to the middle point ot the cap's lop is
either black or (he color appropriate to the subject ll is customary lor degree candidates to wear the tassels on the nghl trout side betore
degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded This custom is in some respects a substitute tor individual
hooding.
I tn .ill aradrmif purposes, including trimmings ol doctors' gowns, edgmgs ol hoods, and tassels ol caps, the colon a
different subjects are as follows
iciated with the
Agriculture Maize




I conomics ( oppei
I ducatjon I ighi Blue
I iigiiiccnn.








i h.iiotv (Speech) Silva Graj
I'h.um.uv Olive Green
Philosophy Dark Blue
Physical I ducation s
Public Administration Peacock Blue
Public Health Salmon I'mk
Science Golden Yellow
Sik iai \Soik Citron
Scarlet
veterinai
Adapted from \a v ademit i ostume i o
t ount ii "ii I ducation, 1959)



